Based on the southernmost tip of the African continent, off the icy Atlantic waters of Cape Town. Wetsuits SA has manufactured wetsuits for nearly four decades. In 1987 the company was taken over by the Stringer family and today exists as a primary supplier of wetsuits to the South African water sport market under their brand name “Reef”. The Stringer family’s total confidence in their product and the future of South Africa, led them to the international market where their diverse range of wetsuits compares favourably with overseas competitors in styling, price and above all workmanship and after sales service.

In addition to quality wetsuits designed and manufactured for all water sports disciplines, Wetsuits SA have developed an accompanying range of sports bags, surfing accessories, and surf wear.
SURFING & BODYBOARDING WETSUITS

Top quality wetsuits designed and manufactured to meet the needs of beginners to professional riders alike. All our wetsuits are tried and tested on the South African coastline from the warm Indian Ocean to the cold Atlantic.
The Reef Pro-Diamond has the ultimate in flexibility, warmth, technology, comfort, still allowing you free movement, increasing your water time.

**Available in Men’s and Ladies**

**Diamond Pile Flex Jersey**
Dries faster than other Jerseys. Double knit, 20% lighter, absorbs less water, internal irrigation flow system for drying.

**Drainage System**
Allows excess water to drain freely without compromising warmth.

**Seams**
Nylon II Stretch taped and welded seams, stronger, more flexible and water tight, while still giving you total comfort.

**Titanium**
Internal lining for added warmth.

**Neck Entry System**
Designed to keep water out with adding extra flexibility across the back.

**Seamless Shoulders and Underarms**
Unrestricted movement giving you full flexibility.

**Dura Mesh Skin Torso**
Reduces wind chill and adds grip to your board while paddling.

**Super-Light Neoprene Rubber**
Lighter by 20% than regular neoprene. Softer and more stretch, easy to put on and take off, allowing better feel and freedom of movement.

**Supra-Tex Knee**
Durable, flexible outer, lightweight, protecting you and your board without compromising your comfort.

**Latex Seals**
Restricts water entry.
The Reef Super X is the next generation of neck entry wetsuits, giving you more flexibility and warmth. The Super X is made from 100% S-Flex Neoprene rubber lined with X-tend Flex in the arms, gussets, body and Legs giving total freedom and comfort. The Torso is made from our Super X Pile Jersey increasing warmth and comfort while the Supra-Tex Knee pads add better movement and function. The Seams are GBS with Neoprene tape giving the perfect seal while the contour cut provides a better fit for added comfort.

Available in mens 4.3mm and 3.2mm
**REEF FUSION (BACK ZIP ENTRY)**

The Reef Fusion is a great all round wetsuit. The contour cut allows for a better fit with increased movement around the arm and shoulder areas. The fusion is made from 100% S-Flex Neoprene rubber lined with G-Flex 7 and Plush knit jersey for flexibility and added warmth. All the seams are GBS with neoprene Nylon II taped seams for a increased seal. The Dura-Mesh chest panel increases your protection against wind chill, while the Supra-Tex Knee pads gives you greater flexibility and strength on your knee.

- Inner taped seams
- Plush knit stretch jersey
- YKK Back zip with inside batwing
- Adjustable velcro neck closure
- Supra-Tex knee

**AVAILABLE IN MEN’S AND LADIES**

**REEF DYNAMITE 4.3**

The Dynamite is the ultimate level entry 4.3mm Surfing wetsuit. The Dynamite has Superlite Neoprene in the arms and gusset areas, with a 4mm Dura-mesh Torso for extra warmth. The adjustable neck closure insures a good water tight seal. The Dynamite has GBS seams, Locking YKK back zip and Supra-tex knee pads.

- Underarm contour cut
- Velcro closure
- Supra-Tex knee

**AVAILABLE IN MEN’S, LADIES**

**REEF DYNAMITE KIDS & JUNIOR 3MM**

The Reef Dynamite Kids Wetsuit is made from 3mm Nylon II Neoprene, the back Zipper entry allows for easy entry. The adjustable Velcro neck closure ensures a better seal, while the zip flange protecting you against the zipper. The Dura-Mesh chest panel also increases your protecting against the cold water and wind chill.

- Adjustable velcro closure
- Supra-Tex knee
- Glued and blind stitched
- Contour cut

**AVAILABLE IN MEN’S, LADIES, JUNIOR AND KIDS SIZES**
REEF SHORT SLEEVE SPRING

The Reef Short Sleeve Spring is made from Double lined Nylon II Neoprene which is contour cut for a better fit. The YKK Zipper has a Velcro stop tab on the neck with pull take for easy entry and exit. The Spring suit has Flat-Locked seams for better comfort while in the water. The collar, sleeves and leg cuffs are rolled with zig zagged stitching finish.

- Contour cut
- Back zip

AVAILABLE IN MEN'S, LADIES, JUNIOR AND KIDS SIZES

REEF SUN SHORTY

The Reef Sun Shorty is great for those warm summer days. Its made from Double lined Nylon II Neoprene with a wide arm hole for total freedom in arm movement. The YKK back zip makes for easy entry and exit. Perfect for tropical holiday surf missions for protection against the reefs.

- Back zip
- Contour cut

REEF KINETIC TOP 1MM

The Reef Kinetic Long Sleeve Neoprene Top 1mm has Super Stretch arms, shoulders and collar with coverseam stitching. The contour cut is designed for maximum performance and comfortable fit. The Type #5 YKK side entry zipper adds for easy entry when putting on or exit when taking off.

- Contour cut
- Side entry zip with velcro closure
- Front boardshort loop
- Coverseam stitching

REEF KINETIC TOP 1MM

The Reef Kinetic Long Sleeve Neoprene Top 1mm has Super Stretch arms, shoulders and collar with coverseam stitching. The contour cut is designed for maximum performance and comfortable fit. The Type #5 YKK side entry zipper adds for easy entry when putting on or exit when taking off.
ALL REEF BODYBOARDS, SURFBOARDS AND ACCESSORIES HAVE BEEN DESIGNED, SHAPED AND MANUFACTURED TO THE HIGHEST QUALITY AND STANDARDS TO ALLOW RIDERS MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE. OUR RANGE OF BODYBOARDS SUIT ALL RIDERS FROM BEGINNERS TO ADVANCED.
The Reef Soft board is a great entry level surfboard for adults and kids alike. Our soft board will give you stability and high buoyancy making it easier when you start out in the water. Once you get the hang of it you will see how easy it is to manoeuvre on the open face of the wave.

- WBS (water barrier skin) IXL Deck
- Composite Core
- White HDPE Bottom
- Square Tail
- x2 Wooden Stringers
- x1 Fins Set - 2TPR, 1PU Fins & Screws
**REEF EPOXY MINI-MAL SURFBOARD**

The Reef Mini-Mal has been designed for beginners who are looking for a board they learn to surf and progress to an intermediate level. Ideal for adults and kids.

- Epoxy
- EPS Composite Core with Stringer
- Twin tab fin system
- x1 Fins Set

7.6”FT & 8”FT

---

**REEF ROCKET BOARD**

The Reef Rocket is a board for messing around on those small days for adults and kids. The Rocket is a high performance soft board. Once you get the hang of it you will see how easy it is to manoeuvre and boost through sections.

- WBS (water barrier skin) IXL Deck
- EPS Composite Core with Stringer
- HDPE Bottom with single tab fin system
- Internal fiberglass reinforcing
- x1 Fins Set

5”FT
The Reef Soft SUP is a great entry level SUP for adults and kids alike. Our SUP will give you stability and high buoyancy making it easier when you start out in the water. Once you get the hang of it you will see how easy it is to manoeuvre on the open face of the wave.

- WBS (water barrier skin) IXL Deck
- EPS Composite Core
- White HDPE Bottom
- Square Tail
- x2 Wooden Stringers & Carry Handle
- x1 Fins Set - 2TPR, 1PU Fins & Screws
- x1 Adjustable paddle

REEF SOFT SUP BOARD

The Reef Soft SUP is a great entry level SUP for adults and kids alike. Our SUP will give you stability and high buoyancy making it easier when you start out in the water. Once you get the hang of it you will see how easy it is to manoeuvre on the open face of the wave.

- WBS (water barrier skin) IXL Deck
- EPS Composite Core
- White HDPE Bottom
- Square Tail
- x2 Wooden Stringers & Carry Handle
- x1 Fins Set - 2TPR, 1PU Fins & Screws
- x1 Adjustable paddle
FEATURES INCLUDING LIGHTEST WEIGHT MATERIALS, DIAMOND GROOVED TRACTION AND SUPER STICKY 3M ADHESIVE.

**REEF ALL BLACK**
3 PCE Traction Pad

- Glue: 3M
- LENGTH: 330mm
- PATTERN: Diamond Grooves
- EVA HARDNESS: 45 ° - 50 °
- TAIL KICK: Yes
- ARCH BAR: Yes

**COLOURS:** BLACK

---

**REEF DIRECTION**
3 PCE Traction Pad

- Glue: 3M
- LENGTH: 330mm
- PATTERN: Diamond Grooves
- EVA HARDNESS: 45 ° - 50 °
- TAIL KICK: Yes
- ARCH BAR: Yes

**COLOURS:** GREY / WHITE

---

**REEF DIAMOND**
3 PCE Traction Pad

- Glue: 3M
- LENGTH: 330mm
- PATTERN: Diamond Grooves
- EVA HARDNESS: 45 ° - 50 °
- TAIL KICK: Yes
- ARCH BAR: Yes

**COLOURS:** BLUE / RED
REEF ECLIPSE
3 PCE Traction Pad

- Glue: 3M
- LENGTH: 300mm
- PATTERN: Diamond Grooves
- EVA HARDNESS: 45 ° - 50 °
- TAIL KICK: Yes
- ARCH BAR: Yes

COLOURS: BLUE / RED

REEF 007
3 PCE Traction Pad

- Glue: 3M
- LENGTH: 300mm
- PATTERN: Diamond Grooves
- EVA HARDNESS: 45 ° - 50 °
- TAIL KICK: Yes
- ARCH BAR: Yes

COLOURS: RED / GREEN

REEF STAR
3 PCE Traction Pad

- Glue: 3M
- LENGTH: 330mm
- PATTERN: Diamond Grooves
- EVA HARDNESS: 45 ° - 50 °
- TAIL KICK: Yes
- ARCH BAR: Yes

COLOURS: YELLOW / RED

REEF TWO TONE
2 PCE Traction Pad

- Glue: 3M
- LENGTH: 300mm
- PATTERN: Diamond Grooves
- EVA HARDNESS: 45 ° - 50 °
- TAIL KICK: Yes
- ARCH BAR: No

COLOURS: AS SHOWN

REEF RETRO
1 PCE Traction Pad

- Glue: 3M
- LENGTH: 300mm
- PATTERN: Diamond Grooves
- EVA HARDNESS: 45 ° - 50 °
- TAIL KICK: Yes
- ARCH BAR: Yes

COLOURS: AS SHOWN
LEASHES

PREMIUM GRADE URETHANE, DOUBLE SWIVEL LEASHES. GREAT ALL ROUND, TRADITIONAL MOULDED TECHNOLOGY.

DOUBLE STAINLESS STEEL SWIVELS

38MM DOUBLE PADDED NEOPRENE ANKLE CUFF

HIGH STRENGTH POLY URETHANE CORD
**COMP 6”**
Reef Double Swivel Moulded Leash.
- WAVE SIZE: 4ft (1.2m)
- LENGTH: 6ft (1.8m)
- CORD DIA: 5.5mm
- HORN TYPE: Moulded
- SWIVEL: Double
- STRAP: 38mm- 2 x Padded
- RAILSAVER: Detachable
- WARRANTY: 6 Months
COLOURS: BLACK

**REGULAR 6”**
Reef Double Swivel Moulded Leash.
- WAVE SIZE: 6ft (1.8m)
- LENGTH: 6ft (1.8m)
- CORD DIA: 7mm
- HORN TYPE: Moulded
- SWIVEL: Double
- STRAP: 50mm- 2 x Padded
- RAILSAVER: Detachable
- WARRANTY: 6 Months
COLOURS: ASSORTED

**REGULAR 7”**
Reef Double Swivel Moulded Leash.
- WAVE SIZE: 8ft (2.4m)
- LENGTH: 7ft (2.1m))
- CORD DIA: 7mm
- HORN TYPE: Moulded
- SWIVEL: Double
- STRAP: 50mm- 2 x Padded
- RAILSAVER: Detachable
- WARRANTY: 6 Months
COLOURS: ASSORTED

**REGULAR 8”**
Reef Double Swivel Moulded Leash.
- WAVE SIZE: 10ft (3.0m)
- LENGTH: 8ft (2.4m)
- CORD DIA: 7mm
- HORN TYPE: Moulded
- SWIVEL: Double
- STRAP: 50mm- 2 x Padded
- RAILSAVER: Detachable
- WARRANTY: 6 Months
COLOURS: ASSORTED

**ANKLE 9”**
Reef Double Swivel Moulded Leash.
- WAVE SIZE: 9ft (2.7m)
- LENGTH: 9ft (2.7m)
- CORD DIA: 7mm
- HORN TYPE: Moulded
- SWIVEL: Double
- STRAP: 50mm- 2 x Padded
- RAILSAVER: Detachable
- WARRANTY : 6 Months
COLOURS: ASSORTED
The Bullet Bodyboard is an entry level EPS bodyboard with Stringer to get you going. The board has been shaped with a competitive template to give you as much performance as possible while using top quality materials. The bullet will give you hours of fun with your kids and family in the water.

- Core – EPS
- Slick – HDPE
- Deck – IXLPE 4mm
- Rails – Single
- Tail – Crescent
- Stringer – Single
- Channels – Graduated

Sizes: 36" / 38" / 40" / 42" Woven Leash and Plug Included

---

The Revolver Bodyboard was designed to get you started in bodyboarding. The board has been shaped with a competitive template to give you as much performance as possible while using top quality materials. As your bodyboarding improves you will see how adaptive the board becomes.

- Core – PE
- Slick – HDPE
- Deck – IXLPE 4mm
- Rails – Single
- Tail – Crescent
- Channels – Graduated

Sizes: 36" / 38" / 40" / 42" / 44" Woven Leash and Plug Included

---

The Barrel Bodyboard is built to get you into bodyboarding without breaking the bank. The board has been designed with high performance materials and shaped with a competitive template to give you as much performance as possible. As your bodyboarding improves you will see how adaptive the board becomes in critical waves.

- Core – PE
- Slick – HDPE
- Deck – Wavecussion Pro 5mm
- Rails – Double
- Tail – Crescent
- Stringer – Single
- Channels – Graduated

Sizes: 36" / 38" / 40" / 41" / 42" / 44" / 46" Woven Leash and Plug Included

---

The Wedge PE Bodyboard is designed for high performance cold water bodyboarding. The PE Core has been designed with the required flex and speed to boost critical sections. The template and materials in this board have been designed to be fast and precise.

- Core – PE
- Slick – Surlyn
- Deck – Wavecussion Pro 5mm
- Rails – Double
- Tail – Crescent
- Stringer – Double
- Channels – Graduated
- Bumper – IXLPE Pro 4mm

Sizes: 41" / 42" / 43" / 44"
The Reef Tand PP has been designed to work in a wide variety of conditions, especially hollow waves. The profile of this board gives you that extra scoop in the pit, and superior control for fast lines and quick direction changes.

- Core – PP
- Slick – Surlyn PP
- Deck – Wavecussion Pro 5mm
- Rails – Double
- Tail – Crescent
- Stringer – Single
- Channels – Graduated
- Bumper – IXLPE Pro 4mm
- Features – Nose Bulbs, Thumb Bar and Mesh

Sizes: 41” / 42” / 43”

The Reef Famous PP is designed and built for the rider who wants performance from their board. The board is reinforced with double stringers with the technical ability to still spin, roll and bust airs.

- Core – Kinetic PP
- Slick – Surlyn PP
- Deck – Wavecussion Pro 5mm
- Rails – Double
- Tail – Crescent
- Stringer – Double
- Channels – Graduated
- Bumper – IXLPE Pro 4mm
- Features – Nose Bulbs, Thumb Bar

Sizes: 38” / 40.75” / 41.75” / 42.75” / 43” / 44” / 46”

The Reef Bones PP is a high performance board that gives you control and purpose while busting big and small waves. The Bones performs extremely well in cold and warm water conditions and is designed for technical riding where spins, airs, rolls and flips are a big part of your repertoire.

- Core – Kinetic PP
- Slick – Surlyn PP
- Deck – Wavecussion Pro 5mm
- Rails – Double
- Tail – Crescent
- Stringer – Single
- Channels – Graduated
- Bumper – IXLPE Pro 4mm
- Features – Nose Bulbs, Thumb Bar and Mesh

Sizes: 39.5” / 40.5” / 41.5” / 42.5”
The Reef Wrist Leash is lightweight padded with a neoprene wrist strap. The Coil is made from high grade Urethane tightly coiled to prevent tangling, hand tied to cuff and leash plug.

REEF WRIST LEASH

REEF FLOATING FIN

The Reef Floating Fins are high performance fins for body boarding and body surfing, with maximum propulsion and increased thrust. The arc rails provide better traction and control while the central drainage make for rapid sand and water release from the foot pocket. The soft ergonomic foot pocket with contoured ankle strap makes the fin more comfortable.

REEF FROGGIE FIN (NON-FLOATING)

The Reef Froggie Fins are level entry fins for body boarding and body surfing, with maximum propulsion and increased thrust, these fins are ideal for all ages. The rails provide better traction and control while the central drainage make for rapid sand and water release from the foot pocket. The soft ergonomic foot pocket with contoured ankle strap makes the fin more comfortable.
**REEF FIN TETHER**

The Reef Fin Tether is a must for all body boarders and should be used with all Body boarding fins. The Ankle is made with 2mm Double Nylon II Neoprene for padding and comfort while the Hook and loop Velcro make it adjustable to fit all ankles. The Nylon tether is double sewn in for extra strength for larger wipe outs.

*WE RECOMMEND THE USE OF FIN TETHERS, ON ALL BODY BOARDING FINS, IN-CASE OF HEAVY WIPE OUTS TO PREVENT LOSS.*

**REEF FLIPPER SOCKS**

The Reef Flipper Socks are made from 2mm double sided Nylon II Neoprene with Flat-locked stitching for better comfort. The contour cut of the Sock ensures a better fit.

**REEF FLIPPER SLIPPER**

The Reef Flipper Slippers are made from 2mm double sided Nylon II Neoprene with over-locked stitching. The contour cut of the slipper ensures a better fit. The Reef Flipper Slippers are ideal for warm water.

**REEF BICEP LEASH**

The Reef Bicep leash is lightweight padded with a neoprene arm strap with adjustable strap crank for best fit. The Coil is made from high grade Urethane tightly coiled to prevent tangling. Dual Stainless steel swivels, free spinning swivels with leash string and plug.
REEF DELUXE BODYBOARD COVER

- 1-2 Board capacity
- Reinforced back straps with padding
- Large front pockets
- Double zip pullers
- Detachable shoulder strap
- Double side carry handles
- 600D fabric

REEF STANDARD BODYBOARD COVER

- 1-2 Board capacity
- Reinforced back straps with padding
- Front pocket
- Double zip puller on main section
- Side Carry handle
- 600D fabric
**REEF MATRIX DIVING BAG**

Large equipment bag. Holds all diving equipment including our Reef Dive Fins. It is made from a strong 550 gram PVC with YKK Type 10# zipper with TA double pullers for easy closure and fastening. There is also a handy shoulder strap and two carry handles to make carrying easier.

- 550 gram PVC
- YKK Type 10# zipper with TA double pullers
- Shoulder strap
- Two carry handles

**SIZE:** L–74CM X W-34CM X H-33CM

---

**REEF SCUBA DIVE BAG**

Designed specifically to hold the long-blade diving fins, this bag is made from heavy-duty 420 denier nylon. It has a large main compartment, with double zip closing and one side pouch that extends along the length of the bag. There are zip-up pouches for documents and small objects on both ends. It has two strong carry handles and adjustable shoulder strap with snap locks at the ends.

- Heavy-duty 420 denier nylon
- All Heavy duty YKK.
- Double zip closing
- Side pouch
- Zip-up pouches
- Two carry handles
- Adjustable shoulder strap with snap locks

**SIZE:** L–75CM X W-28CM X H-43CM
**REEF 003 CARRY BAG**

Carry bag for swimming and pool accessories made from strong 420D nylon. It is easy to access the main upper opening because it zips open right around three sides and has a double slide zipper. One zip-up pocket has been placed along the narrow side for your wallet, keys and documents. There is also a waterproof pouch along the length of the bag to keep your wet items away from the rest of the bag. Two carry handles, Velcro closing and adjustable shoulder strap with snap-locks.

- 420D nylon
- Zips open right around three sides
- Double slide zipper
- Side zip-up pocket
- Waterproof pouch
- Two carry handles
- Adjustable shoulder strap with snap locks

**SIZE:** L–62CM X W-27CM X H-31CM

---

**REEF XL BACK PACK**

Made from strong 420D Nylon, with a main pocket with a rubber reinforced base. The Main pocket closure is U-shaped for easy access. There is also two side and one front pocket for easy storage. The adjustable padded back pack straps makes for easy carrying with a top lifting handle.

- 420D nylon
- Rubber reinforced base
- U-shaped for easy access
- Adjustable padded back pack straps
- 3 Outer Pouches
- Lifting handle
- Adjustable shoulder strap with snap locks

**SIZE:** H–48CM X W-33CM X W-21CM

---

**REEF CRAYFISH BAG**

Strong PVC backing with flexible 21D Nylon front with strong mesh drainage. The adjustable waist strap makes it easier for fitting with a 2 piece quick release buckle. The double elasticised closure ensures your crayfish don’t get away.

- 21D Nylon
- Mesh drainage
- Adjustable waist strap
- Two piece quick release buckle
- Double elasticised closure

**SIZE:** L–43CM X W-39CM
**REEF EPIC DUFFEL BAG LARGE**

It's not your average duffel bag. Made from a durable laminate material, the Epic Duffel is a cracker. Amply resilient to be roughed around in-flight, or to be transported along the coast or inland. 90-liter volume provides ideal storage for any trip.

- 90-liter volume provides ideal storage for trips lasting four days or more
- Detachable, adjustable, alpine-cut shoulder straps with ergonomic fit
- Detachable, adjustable padded shoulder strap
- Side handles serve as both duffel carry handles and haul handles
- D-zip opening with a weather-resistant zipper flap
- Rugged construction with water-resistant Base Camp material and double stitching
- Four compression straps
- Water-resistant ID pocket on top
- Double locking Puller with type #10 zipper

**SIZE:** L–74CM X W-44CM X H-33CM

---

**REEF EXPLORER BACKPACK WITH STOOL**

The Explorer Back pack is the perfect travel chair. Ideal for treks down the beach.

- 600 denier nylon. 2 side pockets with elasticated top
- 1 Main large pocket with drawstring, 2 small front stash pockets with zipper closures.
- Adjustable shoulder straps
- Stool has sturdy legs braces to prevent sinking into ground, sand, dirt or soil
- Great for traveling, camping or backup seat to take on road trips
- Great for seating where permanent seating is not possible or practical

**SIZE:** L–44CM X W-30CM X H-20CM
**REEF INDO BACKPACK**

The ideal commuter backpack features a checkpoint-friendly, lay-flat laptop compartment, ample pockets and a 40-liter carrying capacity to hold all the gear you need to navigate your day.

• With a 40 liter capacity is travel friendly
• Custom ergonomic shoulder straps, a padded mesh
• Dedicated, lay-flat, laptop compartment allows for protected, checkpoint-friendly travel

**SIZE:** L—43CM X W-30CM X H-19CM

---

**REEF SECTOR BACKPACK**

The Sector backpack features a checkpoint-friendly, lay-flat laptop compartment, ample pockets and a 40-liter carrying capacity to hold all the gear you need to navigate your day.

• With a 40 liter capacity is travel friendly
• Custom ergonomic shoulder straps, a padded mesh
• Padded mesh back panel with a spine channel and a wicking lumbar panel for support.
• Two water bottle pockets
• Dedicated, lay-flat, laptop compartment allows for protected, checkpoint-friendly travel
• Comfortable, padded top haul handle

**SIZE:** L—45CM X W-28CM X H-25CM

---

**REEF INDO WALLET**

• A wallet to keep it simple!
• Credit card slot for Multiple Cards
• Zipped coin pocket
• Billfold pocket
• Inside ID window
• Double Stitched for Added Strength
• Lightweight, Water Resistant, and Washable

**REEF TIMELESS WALLET**

• A wallet to keep it simple!
• Credit card slot for Multiple Cards
• Zipped coin pocket
• Billfold pocket
• Inside ID window
• Double Stitched for Added Strength
• Lightweight, Water Resistant, and Washable
**REEF SPLIT TOE BOOT/SHOE**

The Reef Split Toe is light and flexible, while still hard wearing. The split toe is concealed inside the boot, for added comfort. The adjustable Velcro on the arch and around the top of the boot insures better fit, and less water flow.

**REEF CHANGE MAT**

- Tough PVC base
- Waterproof fabric
- Quick release drawstring / Toggle
- Carry / Tightening handles

**SURF LOCK**

The Surf Lock can easily be attached to different locations on your car, providing a secure place to store your car keys or immobiliser. When not in use, the lock is small enough to be kept in the glove box of your car.
**REEF TIE DOWNS 3.5M**

Cam buckles with protective neoprene cover.
- 25mm Industrial strength webbing
- Soft, flexible & secure
- Designed for cars with roof racks

**REEF WAX COMB**

Removable fin key. Available in black and clear.

**REEF RACK COVERS**

Fits most existing roof racks. Heavy duty foam pad keeps boards off the car roof. Easy fitting with velcro closure.
The Reef Wetsuit Wash is an Economical Liquid Detergent with a deodorizer. Using the Wetsuit Wash will keep your wetsuit smelling clean & fresh. **NOT for use in Washing Machines!**

The Reef Silicone Spray is colourless and replaces oils in your wetsuit which are lost through exposure to our harsh South African environment. Use regularly for to keep your wetsuit supple and increase the lifespan. Apply before storage to Neoprene and Zippers for added protection.

---

**REEF WETSUIT ADHESIVE 50ML**

The Reef Wetsuit Adhesive is a high density contact adhesive with a black colouring. Please read the instructions on the tube for proper adhesion.

---

**STOMP WAX**

- 80 Grams of Grip
- Available in Cold, Cool, Warm and Tropical

---

**WAX SACK**

Our PVC pouch keeps your wax free from sand and dirt.

---

**REEF REPAIR KIT**

The Reef Repair Kit has 2 pieces of Neoprene either 3mm or 5mm depending on what you have purchased, 50ml tube of Black Wetsuit adhesive and a bobbin of nylon 50” thread. For larger repairs, consult your local surf, dive store or the Reef factory in Cape Town.

---

**REEF WETSUIT SHAMPOO**

The Reef Wetsuit Wash is an Economical Liquid Detergent with a deodorizer. Using the Wetsuit Wash will keep your wetsuit smelling clean & fresh.

**NOT for use in Washing Machines!**

---

**REEF SILICONE SPRAY**

The Reef Silicone Spray is colourless and replaces oils in your wetsuit which are lost through exposure to our harsh South African environment. Use regularly for to keep your wetsuit supple and increase the lifespan. Apply before storage to Neoprene and Zippers for added protection.

---

**Wax Sack**

Our PVC pouch keeps your wax free from sand and dirt.

---
The Reef Fire Skin Vest with Hood is made from fleece lined 93% Nylon / 7% Spanflex over the body area with a 2mm Nylon II Neoprene hood with Sun peak. The Elastic draw string with buckle adds to the seal around your face, perfect for adding warmth on cold water days, without sacrificing movement and flexibility.

The Reef C/W Hood is made from 2mm Nylon II Neoprene with a 4mm peak for added protection against the sun. The contour cut gives a better fit around the head and chin area, great for extra protection on windy days.
**Reef Thermablast**

The Reef Thermablast is the ultimate in flexibility and warmth. The Neoprene is only 0.5mm thick with Nylon II outside and titanium lined glide skin on the inside. The tops are contoured cut for better fit and free movement.

*Available in long sleeve and short sleeve tops.*

**Reef Fire Skin**

The Reef Fire Skin is made from fleece lined 93% Nylon / 7% Spanflex. The seams are over-locked on the outside for better comfort and no chaff. The waist and cuff seams are flat-locked for added strength and durability. Use on its own or under your wetsuit for added warmth.

*Available in long sleeve and short sleeve tops.*

**Reef Rash Guard**

All Reef Rash Guards are made from Span-flex 4oz for durability and sun protection. The Longer Neck gives added Sun and Chaff protection. All Span-flex used by Reef is 50 UPF approved.

*Available in long sleeve and short sleeve tops.*
The Reef Kids UV Sunsuits have been tested and passed with a minimum UV50 factor. Using these products will decrease exposure to harmful sun rays. While using our products or any other brands we still recommend using approved sun blocks for added protection.

- Back Zip
- 4oz Span-Flex
- 50 UPF Approved

Available in: 1-2 / 2-3 / 3-4 / 4-5 / 5-6 / 6-7 / 7-8 / 9-10